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Home 

Global Notes Pages 
Your Homepage allows you to edit the global notes field for all of your kiosks. To 
change the text simply edit the text in the white box and click on the 'save' button to 
save your changes. This update will appear immediately on the kiosks associated 
with this account.  
 
Project Preview 
You can preview your project locally from the myHome page by clicking on the 
'Project Preview' button. Please note that the kiosk runs at a resolution of 1280 x 
1024 pixels, this means that it may not fit within your screen. To overcome this use a 
display with suitable resolution or alternatively use the window zoom feature found in 
the web browser.  
 
Disclaimer 
You can add a disclaimer to your software. To do this click on 'Edit Disclaimer', enter 
your text and click on 'Save', finally 'Publish' your project.  
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Attract Loop 

The attract loop runs when a user is not interacting with the software after a certain 
pre-set period of time. The attract loop includes a background image, logo, choice of 
date/time and a series of images with accompanying text. Furthermore, the attract 
loop can be used to display a RSS news feed. The attract loop settings are accessed 
from the main menu under the 'attract loop' menu. 

Summary of Settings: 

Attract Loop Title: By default, the attract loop will display the message ‘Touch here to 
enter’ but this can be changed as shown below.  Please keep the text to under 80 
characters. 

Background/Font colours: Click on the # to select a colour to be used as the 
background colour of the attract loop and the font colour of any text displayed on the 
attract loop. 

Display Date/Time: Dates can be included or not and the time shown as analogue or 
digital clock. 

Background Image Opacity: If a background image is selected then an opacity layer 
is applied above this such that the text objects are more easily readable.  The opacity 
can be set using the drop-down control. 

Disabling the attract loop: The attract loop is enabled by default but can be disabled 
in which case the software will show the menu page by default.  The screenshot 
below shows settings for styling the attract loop. 
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Attract Loop Scenes 

Scenes include an image and text which will appear as part of the attract loop.    

There's no limit to the number of scenes which can be added and each scene 

appears for 5 seconds. Below is an example of an attract loop scene previously 
added with an image and text. Note that on this occasion the scene duration has 
been set to 7 seconds. Once added, the relative order of the scenes can be modified.  
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Buttons 

This page allows you to modify the text and narrative field which appears on the 
buttons of your kiosk.  
 
The kiosk allows for a maximum of 9 buttons to be shown. The limit of 9 is in place to 
ensure ease of use for those accessing the kiosk. The button title has a limit of 44 
characters and the button description has a limit of 130 characters.  
 
To modify the button or narrative text simply type text into the text areas, save your 
changes by clicking the 'save changes' button.  
 
The main menu buttons have been designed with comprehensive configuration 
options. Button styling, border and background colours and text colour are settable 
per button. The button style can also be set for each button individually.  
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Main Menu Button Styling 

Click on Edit Button Styling or go to Settings -> Styling from the main menu to edit 
the colours and style used for the main menu buttons. In addition to this, a 
background image can also be used on main menu buttons. The images should be 
uploaded previously and assigned to be used as a button background.  

 

To change the button type, just click on one of the button styles above.  The button 

style applies to all of the main menu and list menu buttons. 

 

Button styles include: 

Normal, Sharp, Outline, Rounded, Gradient and Raised (shadowed)  
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Using images for buttons 

Click on 'Select Image' and chose from the available images.  

Main menu button type selection 

A choice of button styles is provided where each button can be uniquely assigned a 

different style.  
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Links 

The 'Links' page allows you to add, modify and delete links from your project. To add 
a new link enter the title, description and URL (including http:// or https:// prefix). If 
you want to then you can omit the link description. You can then select where in the 
list you want the new link to appear, by default the new link will appear at the top of 
the list.  
 
Once you have entered the details, click on the 'Add Link' button to add your new 
link. The system will check that the new link includes the http:// or https:// prefix and 
will show a warning message if this is missing. If you see the warning then please 
check that the link you have entered starts with either http:// or https://  
 
Number of characters limits 
The system allows entry of 72 characters for the link title, 120 for the description and 
255 for the link.  

 
 
 
Managing existing links 
To Delete a link simply click on the 'X' icon next to the link you want to delete. To 
modify a link, change the text and/or URL in of the link and click on the 'SAVE' button 
to save your changes. You can also change the order of your links by clicking on the 
'Up Arrow' button next to each link to move it up one position.  
 
Frame-breaking 
The Announce24 software provides a frame in which your website link appears. This 
is done to keep your branding and navigation links in place while the users browses 
the destination link. Some destination websites have software which detects if they 
are loaded into a frame and will then attempt to escape from it. The Announce24 
software cannot stop these websites from escaping the frame so we handle these by 
allowing one additional browser window to open.  
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Surveys 

This page lists the surveys which are currently running on your project. To create a 
new survey you will need to log-in to your survey admin console by clicking on the 
'Surveys Console' button. To add a new survey, enter the survey title, description and 
URL in the boxes and click on the 'Add Survey' button to save your new survey link.  
 
As long as there is at least one survey entered in the mySurveys page then a button 
will appear on your landing page 'Your Opinion Counts' which will take the user to the 
list of available surveys. 
 
Please note that there is a limit of 6 surveys.  

 

 

Admin 

myAdmin allows you to change the title for your management console. You can also 
view a list of the locations which are currently setup for this project, and if you have a 
printer at these locations then you can check the ink level of your printers.  
The Admin email address is the address used to send you a confirmation email when 
you modify your content. You can change this email address if you want to, just click 
on 'Save' to save your changes.  
 
Header Image 
The current header image is displayed in half scale. To upload a new header image 
Browse for the file on your PC and click Upload. The header image must be 1280 x 
190 pixels resolution and 'jpg' file format.  

Timeouts 
Each page has a timeout setting which is a countdown timer that starts when a page 
loads. The timers are on the main menu, list and portal pages. Each timer is preset 
by the system configuration but is enabled for editing. The timeout values are 
entered in Seconds and we suggest around 10mins or more for the portal page.  

 

Usage Reports 

Every time a user clicks on a link on your kiosks, makes a phone call, emails a page 
back to themselves, this information is stored. The myStats page allows you to see 
which websites are being viewed by your users. The stats are ordered by kiosk so 
you can see a breakdown at each location. You can also view the stats by date 
range.  
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Publishing your links 

When modifying your links please note that no changes will occur on your kiosks until 
the system has been published. To publish your settings just click on the 'Publish' 
button. Publishing the site will enable any changes you have made to appear on the 
kiosks and also be available if you use the preview function in myHome.  

 

Guide to Whitelisting 

We use whitelisting on the kiosks to ensure that only allowed websites may be 
shown to the user. For projects made live before June 2013 whitelists are copied to 
Kiosks4business and manually updated on your kiosks. For projects after this date, 
the system automatically updates the whitelist for you based on the links you add 
and the additional websites added to the whitelisting section within the admin area of 
the Content Management System.  
 
The whitelist usually updates overnight when the kiosk downloads new updates. 
Whitelists are very specific so you'll find some examples below.  
 
Websites that redirect to https:// 
e.g. If you add the website http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/football to the system then 
only this specific link will be whitelisted. If a user then clicks on a link to go to 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/tennis then that link will not be viewable.  
 
If you add a link to http://www.awebsite.com and this website allows a user to log in, 
often this will redirect to a https://www.awebsite.com (note the https). If this happens 
then you may find that your users cannot login unless we add the https version to the 
whitelist.  
 
You may also wish to allow links to external sites whilst not actually adding those 
sites as links to the system. You can do this by adding the links URL's into the 
whitelisting section.  
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User Administration 

Announce24 allows for multiple user logins and assingment of privaledges. At the top 
level, an Administrator is added to the system to add additional users. Each user 
account requires an email address and password to login. A list of users is made 

available and user accounts can be edited to change login details and other settings.  
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Adding new users to the system 

Click on Add new user account and enter the login details for the new user. 
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Content 

Many types of files can be uploaded into Announce24 and used within the attract 
loop, image collections or links. Content is added via the Content Menu and uses a 
simple drag-and-drop interface. The system automatically detects the file type.  

Content Library 

The content library lists all of the uploaded files by file type. Each file shows the 

original filename and other details (e.g. image size).  
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Assigning images for specific use 

Images can be assigned for specific use such as header images or background 
images for buttons. Click on the List View Icon and then click on one of the options 
on the right of the image to assign usage to it.  

 

Uploading new content 
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Social Media 

Add links to your social media platforms (LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter) by clicking 
on Content -> Social Media. Once entered, an icon will appear for each website 
added.  
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Enterprise level optional features 

This section relates to the optional features which can be integrated with Enterprise 
licenses.  

 

Multi-Language Support 

Multi-language support is offered as an option within Announce24. The service uses 
Google Translate as a method of translating the content as the webpage is rendered 
on screen. Many languages can be offered using this solution and more popular on's 
are displayed for you to select from. The multi-language selection is available from 
the Modules drop-down menu. Simply tick the languages which are required as part 
of your Announce24 system. If more than one language option has been selected 
then the Announce24 software will automatically display a list of available languages 
between the Attract Loop and Main menu selection pages.  
 
The language options are then displayed on the Announce24 system as shown 
below:  
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Meetings 

Add meetings to Announce24 and welcome visitors to your organisation. The 
meeting details will be displayed within the attract loop and you can add meeting title, 
times and details of the visitors coming to the meeting. Ten input fields are provided 
to add visitor names however, the system provides for more to be added simply by 
adding commas between names. The meeting will only appear on the attract loop 
shortly before, during and 15 mins after the end of the meeting.  
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Meetings List 

The meetings added will appear in the list as below:  

Meetings Displayed to the end user 

The meeting details will appear as a button on the main menu page as Today's 

Meetings. Clicking the button takes the user to the page below:  
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Staff Directory 

With staff directory module additional staff members can be added to the system and 
an extra button appears on the main menu - 'Staff Directory'. Various information can 
be shown to the end user including - job titles, department, email address and a 
photo. Each aspect is selectable in the Staff Directory settings page accessible from 
'Modules -> Staff Directory'.  
 
The example shows the staff directory without photos but with male/female icons. 
Additionally, clicking on any of the A-E, F-J selectors will scroll down to the relevant 
section.  
 

Clicking on one of the staff directory cards will show more details about the user.  
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Collections 

Collections combined text elements with images and other uploaded documents and 
presents this information in an engaging layout (selectable layout) for users to 
interact with. Collections is an optional Module. Click on Modules -> Collections to 
access this feature. Enter a name for the new image collection and click on Create 
New Collection. The screenshot below shows 7 collections previously added to the 
system. Collections are configured by clicking the Edit button.  

Upon Clicking on EDIT, the following screen is presented to enter further 
configuration details for this collection of images. 

As well as providing a title for the collection, Keywords can also be added to make 
this searchable. A description can also be added. Ensure that the 'Active' tickbox is 
ticked for the collection to appear on a kiosk.  
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Further down the page you will see the images which have been uploaded into the 
system. Simply drag and drop the images from the box marked "1" to the box marked 
"2". Once dropped, the image will be uploaded and appear in Box "3" where you can 
then change the order in which to present the images. Finally click on 'Save 
Collection Details' to store changes.  
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Linking the Image collection 

Once created, the image collections can be assigned to a button or link. Go to Links 
and select Link Type = A Collection. The drop-down box below will then show a list of 
the collections previously added to the system. Select the image collection required 
and the following fields will automatically populate based on the information provided 
when the collection was created. Finally Click Add Link and the image collection will 
be assigned to this link. Note that if only one image collection link is assigned then 
this will work directly from the main menu button.  
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Product Datafeeds 

Datafeeds enables rapid deployment of product catalogues to the system. Upload a 
CSV (comma delimited file) including product name, SKU, link to the product image, 
price and currency and the system can present these products with a choice of 
layouts and filter options.  
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Events 

Events can be added and will appear within the attract loop. Furthermore, an 
additional 'Events' button will appear on the main menu which will take the user to a 
page showcasing upcoming events. Add events to the project with title, description, 
start and end dates and further details including external web link. Users can also 
associate an image collection with an event to show promotional photos.  
To add a new event, click on Modules -> Events, enter a title and click on Create new 
event.  
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Events are displayed on the website as shown below:  
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Adding and Editing event details 

Fill in the form below to add your event to the system. Note that you can also select a 

pre-added image collection. Click on Save Event Details to add the event.  
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Multiview Groups 

Multiview Groups are an option within the software. If enabled then you can specify 
buttons and links to appear on specific kiosks only. e.g. Each kiosk can have 
different buttons and links within the same project. Add a new Multiview Group  
 
You can add one or more multiview group to your system. Click on the Admin button 
and enter the name of the group and click on Add Group.  
 
 
Allocating buttons to a Multiview Group 
Each multiview group can allow for customisation of one or more buttons (and 
thereafter the associated links). For each of the buttons select either the default 
group (all kiosks will show) or one of the Multiview groups. This will then allocate 
each button to either the default button selected or to one or more allocated to the 
multiview group you setup previously. Note: if leave the buttons set to default then 
that's all they will show - the default domain buttons.  In the example below, three 
additional Multiview groups have been created : ‘first floor kiosks’, ‘2nd floor kiosks’, 
‘3rd floor kiosks’.  The kiosks do not have to be geographically or physically related 
however. 
 

 
 
 
 
Editing Multiview Buttons 
In the buttons section you will see a drop-down which lists all of the multiview names. 
Selecting one of the names will cause the default buttons to grey-out and become 
read only. The remaining buttons are the ones which have been allocated to this 
view and you can edit the button title and narrative for this button. To go back to the 
default view just select Default Group from the Display group drop-down.  
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Allocating kiosk(s) to a Multiview Group 
In the Admin area you will see a table - Multiview Groups Allocated to Kiosks  
For each kiosk where you wish it to display content specific to it you will need to 
select the multiview group. Groups of kiosks can be setup to show the default or 
multiview version of the software. 
 
The screen shot below shows a list of Kiosks on the left and Multiview groups on the 
right.  Ticking the boxes will assign a Multiview group to a specific kiosk.   

 
 
 
Adding Links to your Multiview system 
Just like editing the buttons, select the view drop-down to edit the links associated 
with the multi-view buttons. All of the default buttons will then be read-only as you 
cannot edit these links while editing the multiview links.  
 
 
Multi-user systems running Multiview 
ANNOUNCE24 is built to enable multiple users to administer, add and edit content all 
within the overall control of the system administrator. When adding main navigation 
buttons with Multiview it is also possible to allocate users to specific multiview 
groups.  
 
To add a user to a multiview group, click on the Users tab, select an individual from 
the list and click to edit their user profile. Scrolll down to the section entitled Multiview 
Groups and tick all of the Multiview groups that this user is to be allowed to edit. 
Note, by default all users have access to the base or default group. To use this 
feature the user must have user type set to 'User', those set as Assistants do not 
have access.  
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Surveys Module 

Creating A New Survey 
To create a new survey click on 'Your Surveys' in the menu and then Create New 
Survey, the screen will change to allow you to enter the details for your survey.  

 
 
 
Survey dates and Schedules 
 

Start and End Dates 
The start and end dates define the period during which the survey will be available 
for collecting data. Before and after these times a message is displayed to the user to 
indicate that the survey is not currently operating. By default the start date will be set 
as todays date, and the end date set to the last day of this month. 
You can change the dates either by entering the date in the boxes provided or click 
on the calendar icon and select the date.  
 
Scheduling your survey 
In addition to setting a start and end date for your survey you can also set the day 
upon which you survey should become active. e.g. If you set a start and end date as 
the 01/01/13 to 31/01/13 then the survey will run for the month of January. If you also 
add recurrence days to the schedule then it will only appear on those selected days. 
e.g. you could set the survey to only appear on Mondays between a set start and end 
date.  
 
Scheduled days can also include a start and end time but the start and end times are 
the same for all days added to the schedule. e.g. your survey could be setup to run 
on a Monday between 08:00 and 17:00 only and then have a different survey that 
runs on a Monday from 17:00 to 23:59. Note that if you set the start time to 00:00 and 
end time to 23:59:59 then the survey will run all day on the scheduled day, this is the 
default when you select a scheduled survey.  
 
If you decide that you don't want your survey to run on specific days only then just 
un-tick all of the days from the schedule and the survey will be available on all days.  
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Survey Title 
The survey title appears on the start page of your survey and is used to identify each 
survey.  
 
Introductory Text 
This text is displayed at the start of your survey.  
 
Data Protection Statement 
The data protection statement is set up in the 'your statements' tab of the main menu. 
The data protection statement is optionally included for each survey you create. To 
include the data protection statement just tick the box.  
 
Show Introductory Statement 
The introductory statement is the introductory text you enter when creating your 
survey. If you tick the box to include this in your survey then the introductory 
statement is shown after the first page of the survey.  
 
Show Closing Statement 
The closing statement is set up in the 'your Statements' tab of the main menu. To 
closing statement is optionally included at the end of your survey if you tick the box.  
 
Survey Status 
This shows the current status of your survey. When you create and save a new 
survey the status will default to 'Draft'. The survey will show as active only when you 
have Published your survey. If you delete a survey then the status will show 'deleted'.  
 
Survey Options 
Click this button to manage design elements (colours, fonts and style) as well as 
publishing your survey to specific end devices (kiosks and/or tablets).  
 
Preview Survey 
This will open your draft survey in another web browser window for you to test. Note 
that this requires IE7 or above to work properly.  

 
 
 
Deleting A Survey 

The delete icon appears next to each of your surveys. If you click on the delete 
icon then you will be presented with a box asking you to confirm that you wish to 
delete your survey. Deleting a launched and paused survey will move it to the 
deleted surveys section. If you wish to permanently remove this survey then click on 
the delete icon of any survey in the deleted surveys section will remove the survey 
and results from your system. Once permanently deleted it is not possible to restore 
a survey or survey results! 
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Copying A Survey 
If you wish to take a copy of a draft survey then click on the Copy Survey link. This 
will copy all settings applied to the survey you are copying.  

 
 
 
Publishing Your Survey 
Surveys do not appear on the kiosks or other devices until they have been published. 
Once you have finished creating your survey and have tested it, you will need to 
publish the survey. Survey responses are not collected until the survey has been 
published. When you publish your survey the system will automatically create a copy 
for future editing. This new copy has the original title that you entered plus the word '- 
COPY'.  
 
SurveyPoint works with Announce24 accounts and allows you to publish your survey 
details directly into an Information Point account. You can publish to one or more 
Information Point accounts.  
 
Web Preview 
You can view your surveys on the web. Note - the surveypoint software is designed 
to run on IE9 or later browsers only. Older browsers may not render the software 
correctly and you may find buttons or text missing. You can preview published 
surveys by clicking on the eye icon.  

 
 
 
Managing Your Questions 
This section will show you how to insert, edit and delete questions & answers in your 
survey.  
 
Questions consist of a number of elements:  

• Question Number: Show a question number before each question - this can 
be enabled/disabled in survey options 

• A Question Title: The question shown to the user 
• User Instructions: A short explanation of how to answer this question 
• Question Type: An explanation of question types is shown below. 
• Answers: a series of answers in text form or image selection 
• Next Question: Enables the use of skip logic and branching depending on the 

users' response to each question 

To insert a new question, enter the title for your question and then select from the 
available question types which are explained below.  
 
Question Titles 
The question title is shown at the top of the page just below a header image (if you 
have uploaded one). The question title is shown in large font and there is a limit of 
180 characters for question titles.  
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User Instructions 
User instructions are prompts to explain how to respond to each question. The user 
instructions can appear automatically for each question type or you can edit the text 
and enter your own prompts. The user instructions field is limited to 96 characters 
and the text appears below the question title.  
 
Mandatory questions  
When you add questions to a survey the default setting is to allow a user to skip a 
question if they don’t want to provide answer. You may wish to make some or all of 
your questions mandatory in which case the user has to provide an answer (at least 
one selection in multi-choice question) before proceeding to the next question.  
 
Question types 
Surveypoint is designed with numerous question/answer types. When you insert a 
new question you can select the type of question from the drop down list. A detailed 
explanation of the question types is given below.  

 
 

• Textual 
Shows a box for the user to enter text  

• Single Choice  
Shows a number of boxes with answers in them for the user to select one 
only. When the user clicks/touches one of the answers the survey 
automatically moves onto the next question. You will be presented with 10 
boxes to enter the text to be displayed on each of the answer buttons. 
Optionally, you can select to enable the 'freetype' answers. If enabled then an 
additional box is displayed e.g. 'Other - please enter' where the user can enter 
their own response to the question. 
 
If you wish to leave an answer blank then press space. If you do not wish to 
have a blank button appear for your answer then just ensure that no 
characters appear in the answer box.  
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• Multi-Choice 
A number of answer boxes are shown to the user and they may select one or 
more. In order to move on to the next question the user must click/touch the 
'next question' arrow. You will be presented with 10 boxes to enter the text to 
be displayed on each of the answer buttons. Optionally, you can select to 
enable the 'freetype' answers. If enabled then an additional box is displayed 
e.g. 'Other - please enter' where the user can enter their own response to the 
question. 

 

• Yes/No 
Works in the same was as a single choice question but pre-populates the 
answers as 'Yes' and 'No'. 

• Preference Range 
The preference range style of question allows you to gain information from the 
user on a scale. e.g. 'Please rate your experience of using this service?' might 
include responses for 'helpfulness', 'speed of response', 'ability to solve your 
problem' etc. The preference range can be entered as a number, e.g. 1=bad / 
2 / 3 / 4 / 5=Best, or using text - 'Very poor' / 'Poor' / 'Reasonable' / 'Good' / 
'Very Good'.  
 
Preference range questions can also include images from your image bank. 
To use this style of question select 'Smiley faces range' as the question type.  
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• Combination Input 
The combination input option enables you to create your own form-based 
inputs. Just add each of the types of input you wish your users to enter such 
as Name, Address, Postcode, Telephone number and Email address. 
Additionally you can include a confirmation style tickbox e.g. 'Please tick the 
box to confirm...'  

• Image Based Question 
Using your image gallery you may select an image which will appear along 
with your question. The image appears between the question and answers. 
Image questions have a limit of 6 possible answers in order to keep the 
buttons to an acceptable size.  
 
When you create the question, enter the question title and select 'image 
question' as the question type. You can modify the user instructions if you 
wish. You can then select one of the images from your image bank by clicking 
on the '>>' arrows next to 'change image' which appears below your currently 
selected image. The arrows loop through each of the images in your image 
bank.  
 
You then enter a number of possible answers to this question, I.e. you are 
asking a question about one image only. The user does not touch the image, 
they touch text buttons which appear underneath the images. Additionally, you 
can select the next question to appear once the user makes their selection.  

• Descriptive Text 
Use this option if you want to insert a page of text in between questions. The 
question title can be used as a title for your page and you can add HTML or 
plain text into the edit box. The descriptive text pages show a navigation 
button to take the user to the next question and you can change this button to 
take the user to another question (skip logic) or to the end of the survey.  
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Answer Text 
Each question may have one or more answers to it. The answers are typically 
presented as buttons which can be touched or clicked on. Each answer has a limited 
number of characters. If you wish to specific a null answer (i.e. no text shown) then 
please enter one space character (press space bar once). If you do not enter 
anything in the answer box then this answer will not be presented to the user.  
 
Freetype Answers 
Single choice, Multiple choice and preference range questions allow you to include 
an additional field - the freetype response. When you enable the freetype response 
the user will be presented with an additional text box with a title which you can edit. 
Tick the 'show freetype answer' box to enable this feature and then enter the title to 
associate with the text box.  
 
As an example: A user is asked to select their choice of colour - Blue, Green, Orange 
and then using the freetype response we include 'Other - please enter' to allow the 
user to enter their own colour choice. 

 
 
 
Branch & Skip 
More complex surveys require the ability to branch to a set of optional questions 
depending on the answers selected to previous ones, or to skip one or more 
questions. It is often a good idea to draw a flow chart of your survey before editing 
the branching details. Once you have entered the questions for your survey simply 
edit the ones where you need to include a branch by changing the 'next question' 
number. You cannot set the next question number to go back to a previous question. 
If you wish to branch to the end of the survey simply set the next question number to 
one more than the highest question number. 
 
Branching allows each individual response to go to the same or different follow-on 
question. Skipping allows all response to go to either the next question or any other 
follow-on question. 

Question Type Branch Skip 

Text NO YES 

Single Choice & Yes/No YES YES 

Multiple Choice/Selection NO YES 

Preference Range NO YES 

 

 
Reording Your Questions 
You can easliy change the ordering of your survey question by clicking on the 'move' 

icon next to the question. When you click on the icon the question will swap 
position with the one above it. 
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Deleting A Question 
While creating your survey you may decide to remove a question. To do this just click 

ont the delet icon next to the question. 

 
 
Survey Design Options 
Each survey that you create can be enhanced with a modifications to image/colours 
and other styles.  
 
Show Question Numbers 
Tick this box to show a question number next to each question of your survey. Leave 
unticked if you prefer you users not to see question numbers.  
 
Start and End Pages: At end of survey go to... 
Surveypoint is designed to run on touchscreen kiosks in public spaces and thefore 
offers a number of different options of where you wish the user to go once they reach 
the end of your survey.  

• Survey List: Shows a list of your published surveys so that they can then use 
one of your other surveys. 

• Survey Intro: Goes back to the first page of this survey. 
• Attract Page: Shows a full screen image to welcome users to use your survey 

system and a different full screen image at the end of your survey. The end 
image is displayed for a fixed time (e.g. 10 seconds) before the survey returns 
back to the welcome image. When you select the Attract Page option you will 
see a button to upload your images. Click this button to enter the image 
upload screen and upload your images for the welcome screen and thankyou 
screens. 

• Web URL Link: Takes the user to a web page that you can enter. 

Progress style settings 
You can select either a progress bar or to show 'question x of Y' style for the survey 
progress indication. Alternatively select NONE if you do not want to display a 
progress indication.  
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Locale Settings 
Throughout the survey they are various textual elements which have default settings. 
Details such as the text used for navigating between questions e.g. Previous 
Question, Next Question and Finish. These settings are referred to as Locale 
Settings and can be edited to alternative text. If you change the Locale Settings then 
click on Save Locale Settings button to store your changes.  

 
 
 
Target Devices - Publishing to specific touchscreens 
Each survey can be published to one or more specific devices to enable location 
based surveys. Select which kiosk or tablet you wish to publish your survey to by 
ticking the box and clicking on Save Changes. If you do not select specific devices 
for the survey to be published to then your survey will be available on all devices.  
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Uploading a header or Background Image: 
There are a few rules for using images within your surveys as detailed below:  

• All images must be in either 'jpg' or 'gif' formats only. 
• The maximum image size is 300Kb 
• Header images must be 1024 pixels wide, 128 pixels high 
• Background images must be 1024 pixels wide and 768 pixels high 

 
As an additional feature, your background image is automatically faded when 
presented to the user.  

 
 
Report Manager 
 
 
Reports Overview 
Your survey results can be accessed from the 'Your Reports' tab. Here you will see a 
list of reports which are available for surveys which are currently active or paused. 
The reports overview page lists your reports and includes two fields 'S' and 'R' 
showing the number of times that the survey has been started (S), and the number of 
times a completed survey response has been saved (R). If a user starts a survey but 
does not get to the final page then the survey is incomplete, the number of times 
viewed (S) will increase but the responses for this survey are invalid and are not 
saved. Therefore you may see that the values of 'S' and 'R' are different. Click on 
'View Report' to view more detailed information on this report.  

 
 
 
Filtering Survey Results 
Your survey results can be filtered by date range, device or by question/answers. 
Select the date range or tick the boxes next to each device you wish to apply your 
filter to. The click on Update Report to see your filtered responses.  
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Other Settings 

Timeout settings 

Surveypoint is designed to automatically restart after a timeout period. This is to 

avoid a user half-completing a survey and walking away thus leaving the temporarily 

unusable. Surveypoint uses timers to restart the software to deal with this. If a person 

walks away while completing a survey then the kiosk will restart within 120 seconds. 


